For the next generation of spectroscopic galaxy surveys, it is important to forecast their performances and to accurately interpret their large data sets. For this purpose, it is necessary to consistently simulate different populations of galaxies, in particular Emission Line Galaxies (ELGs), less used in the past for cosmological purposes. In this work, we further the forward modeling approach presented in Fagioli et al. 2018, by extending the spectra simulator Uspec to model galaxies of different kinds with improved parameters from Tortorelli et al. 2020. Furthermore, we improve the modeling of the selection function by using the image simulator Ufig. We apply this to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), and simulate ∼ 157, 000 multi-band images. We pre-process and analyse them to apply cuts for target selection, and finally simulate SDSS/BOSS DR14 galaxy spectra. We compute photometric, astrometric and spectroscopic properties for red and blue, real and simulated galaxies, finding very good agreement. We compare the statistical properties of the samples by decomposing them with Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We find very good agreement for red galaxies and a good, but less pronounced one, for blue galaxies, as expected given the known difficulty of simulating those. Finally, we derive stellar population properties, mass-tolight ratios, ages and metallicities, for all samples, finding again very good agreement. This shows how this method can be used not only to forecast cosmology surveys, but it is also able to provide insights into studies of galaxy formation and evolution.
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Introduction
The current and vastly accepted description of the evolution of our Universe includes the idea that it is in a phase of accelerated expansion. A number of observables probe this scenario, including the Hubble parameter H(z) and the angular diameter distance D A (z). These probes are linked to the (baryonic and not) matter content and properties of our Universe [1, 2] . Any dynamical study, including that of the Universe as a whole, requires a working definition of a distance scale. What is used in cosmology are the so called standard rulers [3] , whose evolution with cosmic time and size are known. A very good candidate for that are the Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAOs) [2] . BAOs encode the width of primordial density fluctuations, which have been propagating in the form of acoustic waves. With the help of General Relativity, these can be expressed in the form of H(z) and D A (z). Also, because of hydrodynamics, BAOs result in over-densities of baryons in shells at the sound horizon scale around an initial baryon over-density. These over-densities are the locations where galaxies formed, inside dark matter halos, through gravitational collapse [4] [5] [6] . This is the reason why understanding how galaxies are located in the Universe is of fundamental importance. In particular, galaxy 3D distribution needs to be explored. While figuring out the celestial coordinates of an object is nowadays not especially challenging, understanding how far an object is from us, or, in other words, its redshift z, is not straightforward. Multi-band imaging can be used to estimate photometric redshifts, which however require precise calibration and may suffer from catastrophic outliers. The precise distance of an object from us can be accurately estimated by looking at how much the features on its spectrum are displaced with respect to their laboratory wavelength value. This is a measure of its spectroscopic redshift z. In order to do so on a large scale, spectroscopic redshift surveys are required.
In the last decades, cosmology oriented surveys have collected data mainly on the population of the so-called Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) [7] , see for example the Deep Extragalactic Evolutionary Probe (DEEP2) [8] , the Very Large Telescope Deep Survey (VVDS) [9] and the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) [10] within the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) III [11] . However, the newer-generation spectroscopic surveys like extended-BOSS (eBOSS), [12] , the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) [13] , the 4m Multi-Object Spectroscopic Telescope (4MOST) [14] and Subaru-Prime Focus Spectrograph (PSF) [15] aim at collecting data of a larger volume, up to the z ∼ 2 population of Emission Lines, or blue, Galaxies (ELGs). These were precedently almost unexplored in cosmological studies due to technical limitations [16, 17] , as ELGs are faint targets with emission features lying in the near-infrared background-dominated region of the spectrum at those redshifts. The combination of the two samples of ELGs and LRGs, probing different regions and cosmic times, will provide the most complete 3D map of the Universe to date.
To forecast and properly analyze these future experiments, it is therefore necessary to be able to properly simulate a wider variety of galaxies than the in past. Also, to appropriately account for possible observational biases, the simulation of a spectroscopic survey must be preceded by that of its parent imaging survey, the survey used to select targets for spectroscopy. As spectroscopic surveys require long integration time, it is crucial to appropriately pre-select suitable targets. Reproducing this step avoids that differences in the comparison between data and simulations may be originated from, for example, different magnitude definitions or star-galaxy separations, rather than the simulation itself. Also, computing speed is essential to simulate large amount of data, which is why we present here several software tools which have been developed in order to achieve this.
In this work, we aim at forward modeling a wide field imaging survey such that SDSS, and, consequently, its spectroscopic counterpart. The main idea of forward modeling [18] [19] [20] is to combine an (simple yet realistic) astrophysical model, e.g., the evolution of the luminosity functions of red and blue galaxies with cosmic time, with instrumental parameters, in order to generate realistic simulations. The model can be complexified if the need of more detailed physics appears clear. In forward modeling, data and simulations are analyzed in the same way and compared. The inputs of the simulations can be adjusted such that their agreement improves. This has been proven to be successful for wide-field imaging surveys [19, 20] , a narrow-band imaging survey like PAUs (Physics of the Accelerating Universe Survey 1 ) [21] , and a spectroscopic survey like SDSS [22] , hereafter [F18]. After simulating SDSS imaging data, we performe cuts on both data and simulations to obtain suitable samples for red and blue (or bluer, as stated in the CMASS Sparse definition) galaxies. We then forward model SDSS spectra, and compare those to data.
It is important to note that successfully simulating galaxy spectra with this technique means also having a successful galaxy model as a starting point. Also, it means being able to recover basic galaxy properties, such that this method can be also useful in galaxy formation and evolution studies. In the course of this paper, we will show that these two goals have been fulfilled. The galaxy population model, consisting in two different redshift-dependent luminosity functions for red and blue galaxies, has been presented in [19] , and fully updated in [23] , by using wide-field CFHTLS imaging data [24] . The model parameters derived in [23] are those used to simulate images and spectra in this work. Its successful application to independent spectroscopic data is a further proof of the validity of the method.
The interpretation of absorption (and emission) features tells us about the origin and evolution of galaxies, of their stellar and gas components [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . This is of fundamental importance for the field of galaxy evolution. In this work, we recovered basic stellar population properties (mass to light ratios, stellar ages, and stellar metallicities) through full spectral fitting [39] [40] [41] [42] for simulated spectra and compared those to real data, finding very good agreement, proving the usefulness of this method for measuring a broad range of galaxy properties.
This paper is constructed as follows. As in forward modeling a combination of input galaxy model and instrumental parameters is used, we review in Section 2 the galaxy population model, from its foundations to its most recent update obtained through an Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) run. This final, updated model is what we used throughout the rest of this work. Then, in Section 3, we describe our sample data, needed for both the imaging and the spectroscopic analysis of this work. In Section 4, we describe our image and spectra simulations, respectively performed with the Ultra Fast Image Generator (Ufig) [43] , and Uspec [F18]. In Section 5, we describe our analysis pipeline to obtain both photometric and spectroscopic measurements. In Section 6, we comment on our findings and in Section 7 we present our conclusions.
Throughout this work, we use a standard ΛCDM cosmology with Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7 and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
Galaxy Population Model
Model Description
Galaxy spectra encode unique information about galaxy (light emitting) content, i.e., stars and gas. To better understand such information, we need to simulate realistic galaxy spectra. The underlying idea is to start from basic galaxy properties, which are used as inputs in the simulations, that together with instrumental parameters produce realistic simulated data, which can be images, or spectra. The model can be complexified to match observations, as outlined in Section 2.2. The model from which such properties are drawn is fully described in [19] , and the model parameter values have been further updated in [23] , as described in Section 2.2. We here describe the main ideas behind this model.
Galaxy redshifts and magnitudes (and spectral coefficients, as further described below) are drawn from galaxy luminosity functions φ (see e.g. [44, 45] ). The galaxy luminosity function describes the number of galaxies N per comoving volume V in Mpc and absolute magnitude M :
where z denotes redshift. Galaxies are drawn from separate and redshift dependent luminosity functions for blue and red objects. The redshifts and absolute magnitudes are obtained by sampling from the corresponding luminosity function. Then Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs) are modeled. SEDs of galaxies are defined as linear combinations of templates T i (λ) and coefficients c i , where T i (λ) are the templates and c i come from a Dirichlet distribution [46] of order five, as described in [19] . This model made use of the NYU Value-Added Galaxy Catalog (NYU-VAGC 2 ) [47] , using as templates the kcorrect templates presented in [48] . These are based on Bruzual & Charlot stellar templates [49] . The stellar templates span an age range from 1 Myr to 13.75 Gyrs, and total stellar metallicities of Z = 0.0001, 0.0004, 0.004, 0.008, 0.02 and 0.05, where Z = 0.02 is the value for solar metallicity. The templates have solar α-to-iron ([α/Fe]) ratios. 35 templates come from MAPPINGS-III [50] models of emission from ionized gas, which is what allows us to simulate bluer galaxies with emission features. Different coefficients c i are used for blue and red galaxies, coming from different Dirinchlet distributions, and they are redshift evolving, as better described below. The coefficients c i and redshifts z are then given as inputs for the spectra simulations. The luminosity function parameters and magnitudes are used to render galaxy images.
Model calibration through Approximate Bayesian Computation
The galaxy population model described above is calibrated in [23] . In that work, we use Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) [51] to constrain the galaxy population model parameters by matching simulations and data in an iterative way. ABC is a technique to approximate a Bayesian posterior by restricting the prior space in an iterative way, for cases where no clear likelihood can be provided. The prior space is reduced by minimising one or more distance metrics, which are described in details in [23] . The data used in that work are images coming from Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS) wide-field galaxy survey [24] . Image simulations are performed with Ufig. As explained above, the aim of that work is to calibrate the galaxy population model and consequently measure the luminosity function of red and blue galaxies.
The luminosity functions of red and blue galaxies can be expressed as Φ(M, z)dM = 2 5 ln (10)φ * (z)10 where M is the absolute magnitude of a galaxy, z its redshift, φ * the normalization of the Schechter function [52] , M * defines where the luminosity function transitions from a power law to a decaying exponential function, and α sets the faint end slope. The model parameters obtained with this run are listed in Table 1 , together with spectral coefficients and size parameters. The spectral coefficients evolve as
where a i,0 describes the galaxy population at z = 0, while a i,1 at redshift z = z 1 > 0. The spectral coefficients come from a Dirichlet distribution of order 5 and their values, which can be also found in Table 1 , are used to generate spectra in this work. [23] . The spectral coefficients are a i,0 , which describe the galaxy population at z = 0, and a i,1 , at redshift z = z 1 > 0. The spectral coefficients come from a Dirichlet distribution of order 5.
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α -1.3 -0.5 M * B,slope -0.417 -0.610 M * B,intcpt − 5 log h 70 -20.591 -20.416 φ * amp / 10 −3 h 3 70 Mpc −3 mag −1 0.0063 0.0141 φ * exp -0.
Data
Images
Image Retrieval
We use data from SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey) DR14 (server path: http://dr12.sdss. org/sas/dr14/eboss/photoObj/frames/301/). Images and spectra were obtained at the 2.5m telescope of the Apache Point Observatory (APO) in Sunspot, New Mexico [53] . Each SDSS image can be uniquely identified by a sequence of three number, namely run, camera column (or "camcol"), and field. All information about SDSS imaging data can be found at http://www.sdss3.org/dr10/imaging/imaging_basics.php. We randomly select camcol, field and run to construct the path to the images. We download 157,000 images, all of them in five bands (ugriz ). Alongside with each image, we download a star catalog from GAIA DR2 [54, 55] through the VizieR database of astronomical catalogues [56] , within a radius of 0.3 degrees around the central pixel coordinates in each field. The use of this star catalog is explained in Section 3.1.2.
Image Processing
In order for the images to be usable for forced photometry and spectra retrieval, some steps are necessary to pre-process them. Also, we need to compute some instrument-specific parameters to be able to properly simulate SDSS-like images. In the following paragraphs, we explain this procedure in details.
Alignment SDSS images are downloaded in 5 bands (ugriz). The same field in different bands shows a dithering of ∼ 5 − 15 pixels. This makes the computation of magnitudes with SExtractor forced photometry incorrect. Forced photometry uses a reference image for the source coordinates, and then draws apertures and computes fluxes according to this reference. Therefore, a misalignment would result in a wrong magnitude computation.
To align the field with pixel precision in the different bands we use SWarp [57] . SWarp is a C-based software that resamples and co-adds together FITS images using an astrometric projection chosen by the user among a list in the World Coordinate System (WCS) standards. We use the standard param.swarp given configuration file, except for those keywords which are survey specific.
Astrometry The alignment of SDSS images in five different bands using SWarp introduces an error in their astrometry. To fix this issue, we run SCAMP [58] . SCAMP reads SExtractor [59] catalogs and computes astrometric and photometric solutions for any arbitrary sequence of FITS images. For this purpose, we first run SExtractor with SCAMP specific parameters. SCAMP computes the astrometric solution by using as a reference the GAIA catalog described in 3.1.1. Then we update the FITS headers of SDSS images with the new computed WCS specific keywords.
Simulation Parameters Estimation
• PSF: As described in Section 3.1.1, each set of images in the five ugriz bands has an associated star catalog coming from GAIA. We use the star catalog to estimate the seeing and beta (β) values of the circular Moffat function, which is assumed to describe the star 1D light profile in SDSS [60] . We match the GAIA catalog to each image to securely identify stars. We then select stars within the magnitude range 14 < mag g < 16, to avoid faint or saturated stars. We make cutouts around the matched stars in the SDSS images. We then fit a two-dimentional Moffat profile, and consider the fitted median Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) and β as the input values for our Ufig simulations.
• Background: The background is directly estimated from SDSS images. We first run SExtractor to obtain a segmentation image, i.e., an image that separates objects from the sky background. Taking values coming only from regions identified as sky background, we compute the mean µ and the standard deviation σ, applying a 4σ clipping. We then use those as parameters to simulate the gaussian sky background in Ufig.
• Magnitude Zeropoint: The magnitude zeropoint in SDSS is computed as −2.5 log 10 f , where f is the flux expressed in maggies (1 maggie is the flux density in Janskys divided by 3631). The f value in nanomaggies (10 −9 maggies) is contained in the keyword 'NMGY' in the header of the SDSS fits images. It has been found that the u−band value needs to be shifted by 0.04 mag in order to match the standard AB magnitude system [61] , which we do in our simulations.
• Pixel Scale: The pixel scale for SDSS images is 0.396 arcsec/pixel. • Exposure time and filters: The five filters are observed in order r i u z g, 71.7 seconds apart. The integration time in each filter is ∼ 54 seconds.
Spectra
Spectra are downloaded through the astroquery package [62] , from SDSS DR14 spectroscopic data release. We use the RA and DEC coordinates stored in the SExtractor variables (ALPHAWIN_J2000 and DELTAWIN_J2000) and query spectra within 1 arcsec searching radius. We only download spectra observed with the BOSS (Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey) instrument [10, 11] , and with z > 0, so to avoid negative or nan values.
Simulations
Image Simulation
We simulate SDSS imaging data with the Ultra Fast Image Generator (Ufig) [19-21, 23, 43, 63-66] . Ufig simulates astronomical images by combining parameters coming from a galaxy population model (magnitudes, sizes and Sérsic profiles) as described in Section 2, and instrumental parameters coming from the survey we aim at simulating. Ufig ability of simulating a variety of wide-(DES, COSMOS, CFHTLS) and narrow-(PAUS) band survey has been shown in [19-21, 23, 43, 63-66] . This is the first time Ufig is used to render SDSS images. We use the instrumental properties derived as described in Section 3.1.2. Figure 1 shows the comparison between a real image from SDSS (left hand side) and a Ufig simulated image (right hand side). We run tests to assess the reliability of our image simulation, comparing the pixel and number counts for real and simulated images [43] , finding very good agreement. For further details on Ufig and particularly on its speed, we refer the reader to [43] .
Spectra Simulation
We simulate galaxy spectra with our software Uspec. Uspec has been presented and described in details in [F18]. Uspec usage is fully outlined in the flowchart in Figure 3 in [F18]. Briefly, Uspec takes as inputs the galaxy model described in Section 2, and also in [19] and [23] , and the instrumental setup (read-out noise, shot noise, transmission curve, exposure time) of a given telescope. As an update from the previous version of Uspec, we now include the effects of Galactic dust, following the extinction curve for diffuse gas from [67] with R v = 3.1, and using the Galactic E(B−V ) values from the maps of [68] , in our spectra simulations. It is important to mention that one of the main noise contaminants in galaxy spectra is the spectrum coming from our own atmosphere. In [F18], we explain in details how we account for this effect, and in Figure 4 of [F18] we show the sky model which is also used in this work, and how we constructed it. In the end, Uspec outputs redshifted, noisy galaxy spectra, for both blue and red galaxies. This differentiation derives from the different spectral coefficients coming by different luminosity functions for red and blue galaxies, drawn together with magnitudes and redshifts. These spectral coefficients are combined with kcorrect spectral templates [48] to produce galaxy model spectra.
Analysis
Imaging Measurements
The large amount of data, and, accordingly, simulations, required for this work, made the use of the multiple cores of the Euler cluster 4 necessary. The whole analysis and simulations described above take about 4 hours with 1,000 cores. We perform imaging measurements on both simulated and real images with SExtractor. On each pair of real and simulated SDSS fields (the real field from SDSS and its analog, i.e., a simulated image with instrumental parameters measured as described in Section 3.1.2), we run SExtractor in forced photometry mode in the five ugriz bands. In order to do so, we construct a detection image as described in [69] and summarized in [23] , and references SDSS UFig 
Flux Radius
All photometric properties therein. In brief, we stack the ugriz images and normalize each of them by their background σ computed as described in 3.1.2. We then used the maximum seeing, magnitude zeropoint, saturation and gain within the five images. The use of the maximum seeing ensures we do not loose signal coming from the source. This is further guaranteed by the alignment of the images made through SWarp. We then measure magnitudes in each band by using the aperture fixed in the detection image, and correct those for the different PSF among bands as described in [69] and as shown below: Both panels show magnitudes of objects after applying the CMASS (for red galaxies) and CMASS Sparse (for blue galaxies) cuts. For all galaxies shown in this panel we retrieved the spectra which are later used in our spectroscopic analysis.
where d ISO and d AUTO are the SExtractor MAG_ISO and MAG_AUTO measured on the detection image. We measure and store also FLUX_RADIUS and coordinates RA and DEC for later usage. The same procedure is applied to data and simulations, as in the philosophy of forward modeling. Figure 2 shows the agreement between our real (black) and simulated (green) mag corr and the SExtractor FLUX_RADIUS parameter. This agreement on SDSS imaging measurements is a further proof of the goodness of the luminosity function parameters computed in [23] , as it shows that same parameters can be applied to different surveys than those used in the ABC run. It is noteworthy that in no stage of the ABC run SDSS was used to constrain the luminosity function parameters, and yet here it is shown that SDSS images can be properly simulated with those parameters.
Selection Cuts
We emulate cuts as in the SDSS/BOSS CMASS 5 sample [70] . For a more extensive description of these cuts, please read [F18], and references therein. We call this sample the red galaxies sample throughout the rest of this paper. In addition, we emulated the CMASS Sparse sample cuts. We call this sample the blue galaxies sample throughout the rest of this paper, as this is defined to be a sample of fainter and bluer galaxies with respect to CMASS. CMASS Sparse has been designed to randomly select 1 in about 10 targets. Our specific magnitude (i.e., our mag corr as described above), color, and star-galaxy separation cuts are listed below:
CMASS, or Red Galaxies
• SExtractor CLASS_STAR < 0.1, for star-galaxy separation CMASS Sparse, or Blue Galaxies
• SExtractor CLASS_STAR < 0.1, for star-galaxy separation The SExtractor CLASS_STAR < 0.1 has been used to ensure purity of the sample from stars or quasars. However, no appreciable differences can be seen when applying a CLASS_STAR cut of < 0.9. Figure 3 shows the comparison between real and simulated magnitudes after applying the above cuts for red and blue galaxies. The two samples show a good agreement overall, with however a small shift towards fainter magnitudes for SDSS in the central gri bands. A similar difference can be seen in Figure 7 in [23] . This is likely to be an observational effect due to BOSS targeting that our forward modeling technique is not able to reproduce at the current stage, as we do not see any sign of this in the magnitude comparison for the whole sample ( Figure 2) . Figure 4 shows the color-magnitude comparison between SDSS CMASS and CMASS Sparse. On the left hand panel, a comparison between the g − i color and the magnitude in the i−band of SDSS red (CMASS) and SDSS blue (CMASS sparse) samples is shown. The same on the right hand side panel, but for simulations. The two figures show how both data and simulation have the same behaviour, with the CMASS Sparse-like sample occupying the region of fainter magnitudes of the CMASS sample. CMASS Sparse is indeed described as a sample of bluer and fainter galaxies, and this is expressed in the cuts listed in Section 5.2. Ufig Red Ufig Blue Figure 4 : Color (g-i) -magnitude (i−band) diagram for real and simulated data. We used the mag corr described in Section 5.1. On the left hand side, a comparison between the CMASS (red) and CMASS Sparse (blue) galaxies from the SDSS survey. CMASS Sparse is defined to target bluer and fainter objects than the parent sample CMASS. This is visible also in our contours. The same trends are visible in the simulated samples on the right hand side on the plot.
Spectroscopic Measurements
After galaxies are selected according to the cuts described above, galaxy spectra for both the blue and the red samples are downloaded, as described in Section 3.2. The spectra are then analysed and compared with two different techniques: by using Principal Components Analysis (PCA), and by looking at their stellar population properties computed with full spectral fitting. The results coming from these two analysis are shown in Figures 5, 6 , 7 and 9, and described in details in Section 6. Here we describe the methodologies we use for these two kinds of analysis.
Principal Components Analysis
Our use of PCA in comparing data and simulation has been already described in details in [F18] and [21] . To briefly summarize, applying PCA means in this case representing the spectra as a set of eigenspectra of lower dimension, as also shown in [71] . We use Singular Value Decomposition to compute the eigenspectra and eigencoefficients, as sets of spectra can be described as
where a j , or b j , are the eigencoefficients, and φ j (λ), or ψ j (λ), are the eigenspectra for the data or the simulations, accordingly. Figure 5 : Mixing matrix and first 5 PCA components for red galaxies. The comparison between all first five principal components shows a very good agreement between data and simulations. This is quantified in the Mixing Matrix shown on the left hand side of the plot.
These are computed independently for data and simulations, and can be compared through the Mixing Matrix. We define the Mixing Matrix as
which means that, if real and simulated data were described by the same basis set, the mixing matrix would be the Identity Matrix. For this analysis, we mask regions where strong sky lines are expected (4403 Å, 5350 Å, 5577 Å, 5588 Å, 5894.6 Å, 6301.7 Å, 6364.5 Å, 7246.0 Å, 7074 Å with 20 Å width, the grey stripes in Figures 5 and 6) , and we exclude the 10% brightest objects in the two samples, so that the outliers would not dominate the principal components. The data and simulations are analysed with matching their redshift distributions. Further details on this aspect can be found in Section 6.2. This procedure is applied to both data and simulations.
Full Spectral Fitting
We use full spectral fitting to compute stellar population parameters. Full spectral fitting is a technique which has been developed to compute stellar population parameters [39] [40] [41] [42] , mostly stellar ages and stellar metallicities, but can also include stellar masses and gas properties. Fitting the whole spectrum at the same time constitutes an advancement on the older technique which consisted in fitting individual absorption features and their pseudo-continua Figure 6 : Mixing matrix and first 5 PCA components for blue galaxies. The comparison of the first two principal components shows excellent agreement. A less good agreement is shown for higher order principal components, as expected for blue galaxies, notoriously known as difficult to individually, rather than statistically, simulate. Higher order principal component are more sensitive to individual galaxy features. As in the previous Figure, the comparison between principal components is quantified in the Mixing Matrix shown on the left hand side of the plot.
[ 25-31, 31-37, 37, 38] . In this paper, we used the latest version of Penalized Pixel-Fitting (pPXF) [72] to perform full spectral fitting. We use templates from the MILES library [73] , with a wide range of stellar ages and metallicities, and solar [α/Fe] ratios. During the fit we use a 20th order multiplicative polynomial correction and no additive polynomials, as recommended in [72] . We do not fit the gas component simultaneously, to improve the speed of the fit. We derived stellar ages, metallicities and mass to r−band based light ratios as described in detail in Section 6.
Results
Principal Components
In order to assess our ability to properly simulate galaxy spectra, we use PCA to quantify the agreement between our spectra simulation and SDSS data. The methodology has been described in details in [F18], and [21] , and in Section 5.3.1. The first five eingenspectra, or principal components, we decomposed our galaxies into are shown in Figures 5 (red galaxies) and Figure 6 (blue galaxies), in the right panels. In the left panels, we show the associated Mixing Matrices, as described in Section 5.3.1. As seen in Figure 5 , red galaxies principal components show very good agreement. For the first component, which encodes most of the information coming from the galaxy population, we find very good agreement between data and simulations, showing that our galaxy Figure 7 : Eigencoefficients resulting from projecting real spectra from SDSS and simulated Uspec spectra onto SDSS principal components. The distributions for all the first five principal components appear to be centered to each other and present the same width, for both red and blue galaxies. The eigencoefficients are expressed in the same units of flux (10 −17 ergs s −1 Å −1 cm −2 ) as the real and simulated spectra.
population model, derived in [23] and summarized in Section 2.2, is successful not only in reproducing photometric galaxy properties and redshift distributions for the surveys it has been designed for, but also at reproducing spectroscopic galaxy properties for a completely independent survey as SDSS. This is impressive, as the very good agreement can be seen in both the populations of red and blue galaxies when looking at the first two principal components. Differences arise when looking at the higher order components, mostly in the blue galaxy population. In Figure 5 , we see good to medium agreement up to the fifth principal component for the red galaxy sample. Individual features are not clearly visible, as this analysis is conducted in observed-frame. However, redshift distribution broadened absorption lines are visible, such as the G-band and Hβ absorption. This whole analysis could as well be conducted in rest-frame. However, one of the purposes of this work is to provide a working framework to compare real and simulated galaxies in the absence of computed spectroscopic redshifts, as it could happen in the early phases of a spectroscopic redshift survey like the upcoming DESI. A good agreement, but less pronounced than for red galaxies, can be seen in the blue galaxy population from the third principal component. The last three principal components have been rearranged in their order and on the mixing matrix, as the value of their variances was almost indistinguishable. This can be due to the objects statistics (4189 blue galaxy versus 6525 red galaxies), and therefore to the noise becoming more dominant with respect to the galaxy signal. More importantly, the individual features of blue galaxies, i.e, bright emission lines coming from gas physics and kinematics, are more difficult to simulate. This is due to the fact that templates like those used in this work are based on gas with constant density, metallicity and radiation fields, but galaxies are known to be a superposition of different states, which are extremely difficult to be properly taken into account, as described for example in Red galaxies show a difference in their medians of ∆z red = 0.052, while blue galaxies have ∆z blue = 0.035.
[ [74] [75] [76] , and references therein. However, the first two principal components, which show the overall shape of the mean observed-frame spectrum, show very good agreement, proving our ability to simulate the blue galaxy population in a statistical sense. This is further proven is Figure 7 , which shows the distribution of eigencoefficients a i and b i of Equations 5.2 and 5.3. It is possible to evaluate the relative contribution of each eigenspectrum to the observed spectrum by calculating the respective eigencoefficients, which are the scalar products of the eigenspectra with their normalized spectra. For both the red and the blue samples, the distributions show very good agreement in their mean and standard deviation. This is a substantial improvement from our previous analysis, which used textbook values for the luminosity function parameters, as the comparison with Figure 9 in [F18] clearly indicates.
Galaxy Population Spectroscopic Properties
We also measure individual galaxy properties and compare those. As a first step, we compare the redshift distributions n(z) for red and blue galaxies. BOSS spectroscopic redshifts have been downloaded alongside with their spectra. Our simulated spectra come from our luminosity functions, as described in our model Section. Therefore, the two redshift definitions might show a small disagreement as they have not been measured in the same way. This must be taken into account when comparing them. Figure 8 shows the distributions for red (left hand side), and blue (right hand side), galaxies. Vertical lines of the same color of their respective distributions indicate the position of their medians. The differences in the medians result in ∆z red = 0.052 for red galaxies, and ∆z blue = 0.035 for blue galaxies. These small differences in the redshift distributions can be also used to test the performances of the model presented in [23] , and can be confronted to their Figure 13 . As explained in Section 5.3.2, we also measure stellar population properties for both red and blue galaxies, on data and simulations, and we compare the property distributions. In Figure 9 , we show the comparison between stellar ages, stellar metallicities, and mass-to-light ratios in the r−band, for our real and simulated spectra. Stellar properties appear to be very similar for red and blue galaxies. This is due to the fact that CMASS Sparse is a sub-sample of CMASS. The similarity between the two samples is also clearly visible in Figure 4 . On the left hand side of Figure 9 , red galaxy stellar population properties are shown. Stellar ages appear to be centered at about 9-10 Gyrs, as expected for galaxies at these redshifts [38] . Real and simulated spectra show very good overlap. We find such high values for stellar ages also for blue galaxies not only because CMASS Sparse is a subsample of CMASS, but also because during the full spectral fitting we masked regions where emission lines coming from gas were dominant, avoiding in such way to be dominated by this effect when deriving stellar properties. The stellar ages derived here can be also compared to those derived through SED fitting in [77] , with the caveats that different methodologies and choice of templates may lead to different results when deriving stellar population parameters. However, the values we report here are in the same range of those derived in that study.
SDSS Uspec
An excellent agreement can be seen also for stellar metallicities, for both showing a double population peaked at values of slightly sub-solar metallicities, and very low (sub-solar) metallicities. This is in agreement with studies of CMASS galaxies, as stated for example in [77] , where red galaxies never reach solar metallicity values.
A good overlap is also shown for the mass-to-light (r−band) ratio, with simulated galaxies showing a small shift towards lower values. The same considerations can be drawn for the blue galaxies population, with a slightly more marked disagreement for the mass-to-light ratio values.
The agreement between our real and simulated galaxies, already visible from the PCA statistical analysis, is therefore also confirmed by looking at individual stellar galaxy population properties, further strengthening our considerations about the goodness of the model presented in [23] , and our technique in simulating galaxy spectra.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a method to forward model a spectroscopic galaxy survey, using a target selection based on a simulated wide field imaging survey. This method can be used to simulate both red and blue galaxies.
We start from a galaxy population model which provides us with luminosity function parameters. Luminosity functions are different for red and blue galaxies. From those distributions, we draw magnitudes, redshifts and spectral coefficients, which constitute the basis for the construction of our simulated images and spectra. We then simulate a SDSS-like imaging survey with Ufig, using 157,000 images coming from the DR14 sample. We pre-process and analyse the images to derive all the parameters needed to simulate SDSS-like images. This whole analysis and simulation only take up to ∼ 4h with 1,000 cores of a supercomputer. We simulate SDSS-like images with our fast image simulator, Ufig. We then apply selection cuts to both data and simulations. This is a particularly important step, as this allows us to avoid biases coming from different definitions of magnitudes or star-galaxy separation. We apply cuts with using our own measured magnitudes, corrected for PSF effects, and CLASS_STAR parameters coming from SExtractor.
We then retrieve SDSS/BOSS DR14 spectra. We simulate their analogs with our own built-in software devoted to that, called Uspec. We repeat the same procedure for what we call the red galaxy sample, constructed with emulating the CMASS sample cuts, and what we call the blue galaxy sample, which we obtained by following the CMASS Sparse sample cuts, a bluer subsample of the parent CMASS.
We use two main procedures to compare our populations of real and simulated galaxies. By using PCA, we compare the main statistical properties of the different samples. The first two principal components, which encode most of the information regarding the galaxy population shape of the spectrum, show very good agreement for both red and blue galaxies. The same can be said for the distribution of all the eigencoefficients, which are centered to each other and have the same width. Differences arise when looking at higher order principal components, which are more sensitive to the features of individual galaxies. These differences appear to be more pronounced for blue galaxies, as expected by the notorious difficulty to simulate their individual emission features. Also, differences in the noise properties might be relevant for higher order principal components, especially for blue galaxies, which have a lower number statistics than red galaxies.
We then compare the redshift distribution n(z) of red and blue galaxies, finding good agreement overall but small differences in their medians. Also, we measure individual stellar population properties with pPXF, namely stellar ages, stellar metallicities and stellar masses, for both red and blue galaxies, finding very good agreement for both, and values in agreements with previous CMASS studies.
These results are a clear indication that our galaxy population model not only works for the wide-field imaging surveys it has been designed for, but also on completely independent spectroscopic data.
Our ability to reproduce realistic galaxy spectra for both red and blue galaxies offers very good prospects for future spectroscopic redshift surveys. Not only the inclusion of galaxy clustering properties can be used for cosmology applications, but the realistic stellar population properties we are able to reproduce can be used to connect clustering to studies of galaxy formation and evolution.
